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Introduction
• Scholarly Communication Process.

• Economics of Scholarly Publishing

 Publisher financial information.

• Copyright Agreements.

• Alternative Models – Open Access.

 Open Access endeavors

 Activities at other universities

• What should we do here at WIU?

• Discussion.



Scholarly Communication

The means by which people engaged in 
academic research and creative endeavors 
inform their peers, formally or informally, of 
the work they are engaged in or have 
accomplished. 

Online Dictionary of Library & Information Science



Open Access

• Information made freely and universally 
available via the Internet.

• New form of scholarly publishing.

• Frees libraries, researchers and students 
from boundaries imposed by for-profit 
publishers.

 Access to information more equitable.

 Author retains copyright or selects a license 
(through the Creative Commons).
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Scholarly Communication Process

Research/Creative Activity

Write Up Results

Submit to Journal

Peer Review

Copyright Agreement

Publication



Economics of Scholarly 
Communication



“Normal” Economic Model

Source: Scholarly Communication 101: 
Starting with the Basics: Economics 
by Lee C. Van Orsdel
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University

Gift Economy 
Scholarly Publishing

Publisher

Based on: Scholarly Communication 101: 
Starting with the Basics: Economics 
by Lee C. Van Orsdel

Shareholders

Subscription & 
Copyright Fees



Economics of Scholarly Publishing

Publisher Net Profit Earnings/Share

Reed Elsevier $1.34 Billion $0.28

Wiley $1.7 Billion $0.17

Wolters-Kluwer $393 Million $1.33

Taylor & Francis $1.914 Billion $0.22

American Chemical Society had sales of $499,500,000 in 2010.



Scholarly Communication Process

Research/Creative Activity

Write Up Results (Performance or Show)

Submit to Journal

Peer Review

Copyright Agreement

Publication



American Chemical Society

The Corresponding Author, with the consent of all 
coauthors, hereby transfers to the ACS the 
copyright ownership in the referenced Submitted 
Work, including all versions in any format now 
known or hereafter developed. If the manuscript 
is not accepted by ACS or withdrawn prior to 
acceptance by ACS, this transfer will be null and 
void.

Who owns the content?



Taylor & Francis Author Rights

Authors have the right to:

• Post their revised text on their website or their 
institution's network, intranet or website;

• Make printed copies of all or part of an article 
for use in lectures or classes;

• Use the Article in its published form in personal 
compilations;

Who owns the content?



American Institute of Physics
On the authors' and employers' webpages:

• There are no format restrictions; files prepared 
and/or formatted by AIP or its vendors may be 
used for this purpose. Consult AIP if a fee is 
charged for use.

• Copyright notice and the full citation for the 
published paper must be included with link to 
AIP's official online version of the abstract.

• Different rules for free E-Print servers.

Who owns the content?



Copyright Agreements

• Vary by publisher.

• Authors may be signing away some or all 
rights to the content (including their rights to 
use illustrations & copies of the articles for 
class readings).

• Authors need to know what they are signing 
and reserve some rights if possible.



New Communication Methods

• Journals - including Open Access Journals.

• Web – provide access to pre-prints, 
articles and teaching materials through 
personal or other web sites.

• Repositories - deliver pre-prints & articles 
through a University-run and maintained 
server.



Open Access - Journals



Open Access – Reference Works

Encyclopedia of Life
Encyclopedia of Earth



Open Access –
Textbooks & Media



Open Access Mandates

• National Institutes of Health – publicly funded 
medical research must be deposited in an open 
archive.

• FRPAA (Federal Research Public Access Act) –
bill in U.S. Congress would require same of other 
publicly funded research.

• SIRPAA (State of Illinois Research Public Access 
Act) – being promoted by Lt. Governor Simon.



Open Access Subject Repositories

Economics Physics



Open Access –
Institutional Repositories

Should WIU establish an IR?



How should WIU Respond?
• Faculty with research to publish have 

choices:

 Proceedings volume (circulation ~175).

 Commercial journal (circulation ~450).

 Open Access Journal – available to everyone 
with Internet access.



How should WIU Respond?

• Comply with FRPAA & support SIRPAA.

• Become aware of access & copyright 
issues.

• Retain rights to publications through use 
of copyright addendum.



SPARC Author  Rights Addendum



How should WIU Respond?
• Examine Tenure & Promotion & PAA.

 Open Access publications are new & have not 
had time to gain acceptance & approval 
(lower impact factor).

 Faculty should be encouraged to publish in 
open access journals.

• University Open Access resolution?



Library Faculty Open Access Resolution
Open access to research and scholarship is important for scholarly 
communication. It enables the discovery and free use of information and 
promotes the development of new ideas. For that reason we pledge to:

• Inform and discuss scholarly publication issues, including open access, 
copyright and license agreements and author rights, with WIU faculty, 
students and staff;

• Encourage all faculty to publish their research in openly accessible 
journals whenever possible;

• Assist faculty who wish to make their research openly accessible by 
helping them identify potential open access publications and read, 
understand and amend copyright agreements;

• Make our own research openly and freely accessible by publishing in 
open access publications, with publishers that have adopted open 
access policies, allow authors to amend copyright agreements and/or 
retain copyright to or self-archive our publications.

• Give equal consideration to peer-reviewed articles published in open 
access journals during the PAA, tenure and promotion process.

Approved by the Library Faculty Committee of the Whole
October 7, 2010



How should WIU Respond?
• Open Textbooks.

 Look for, adopt and develop open textbooks.

 Develop open course content (MERLOT).

• Contribute to Subject Repositories.

• Establish a central (open) repository of 
scholarly publications & creative 
endeavors by WIU faculty & staff.



“Consider carefully where your 
own best interests lie, and 
manage your copyright to 
serve those interests.”

An open letter to J.R. Salamanca in ScholarlyCommunications@Duke



Questions & Discussion


